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First Term Co-op Job Summary

During my first work term with Intel I was in the Implementation group for a future generation Itanium processor in Hudson Massachusetts. The site I was in is called MMDC (Massachusetts Microprocessor Design Center) and works closely with a site in Fort Collins. I worked on a section of the chip that was responsible for interface to off-chip memory, other processors, and IO hub communication. I was responsible for synthesizing 3 digital blocks of this section – creating layout from the verilog code. This involved using many VLSI tools – some Intel developed, some from outside vendors. I was assigned a mentor on my first day of work, who taught me to how to use all the tools and provided me with numerous VLSI books for me to ramp up. I was responsible for creating logic, routing, running extraction tools, and running timing analysis on all the blocks. I had received informal training on all these tasks; most from my mentor and some from other people on the project. Most Intel employees are always happy to devote some of their time to teach co-ops and train future engineers.

MMDC requires all co-ops to come up with a training plan at the beginning of the co-op term and attend about one training session per two week basis. This training is secondary to the training received from your mentor and is meant to inform you of all the
different work that is done at Intel. I had various trainings on architecture, dynamic logic, semiconductor packages, and test methodology. These trainings provided me with a broader knowledge of topics outside of implementation, and helped to make me a well-rounded engineer.

All the work that I did closely matched my career interests and previous courses taken. I directly applied the knowledge gained from ECE 230 and ECE 315 in my daily tasks. Even though I hadn’t taken ECE 474 I was quickly able to learn what VLSI concepts were needed for my tasks.

One of the best things about Intel is the incredibly relaxed work atmosphere. Everyone, including the high level managers, sit in cubes making approachability very easily. I felt like I could go and talk to anyone and I didn’t feel overwhelmed to walk into the office of my manager or a highly ranked engineer to ask a question. Through this relaxed atmosphere I was able to meet many of the engineers and develop my networking skills and professional contacts.

As far as housing goes I can suggest nothing better than living in Andrea’s place in Marlborough. (andrea@bbrealtycopr.com). She provides furnished short term housing for a very reasonable price. ($550/month w/ all utilities). I suggest getting in touch with her early as her place might fill up fast. I lived in the intern building with about 10 other co-ops. This made my co-op experience all the more enjoyable as we all hung out on weekends and after work.

As far as things to do after work I never had trouble keeping myself occupied. Since a lot of us lived in the same building we all hung out together and had parties. We had a weekly poker night and I even organized an indoor soccer team in a nearby league.
It was a 7v7 league and everyone enjoyed playing. I also played for a couple of other soccer teams in the area.

In conclusion this co-op term was excellent. I enjoyed the work I did, the people I met, and all the fun experiences I had. I was very happy to meet many engineers at Intel and find out exactly how things work in the industry. I was treated more as a newly hired engineer as opposed to an intern, and was given similar responsibilities as other full-time engineers.
Co-op Job Summary

As this was my first co-op term, I was not sure what to expect. I worked in the Validation group, writing test cases and debugging flows on an upcoming Intel microprocessor. My group worked on debugging global flows, so I had to communicate with members from the not only our Hudson site but also the design center at Fort Collins. Some of the topics I worked on included local and global cache coherency and the memory ordering model. I created test cases mostly using Itanium assembly and Perl, which I had learned from scratch at Intel, and developed a stronger understanding of the architecture of the system. In general, I enjoyed the work I was doing and I learned a lot. As a result of my first co-op term, I’ve decided that pursuing graduate school is probably going to be a good idea. I saw how little we learn as Cornell undergraduates and how much more education I would need in order to be doing what I want to do.

The co-ops at Intel had a tight bond, so we were able to do many activities together. During lunch, we had fierce team doubles competitions in ping-pong (White vs. Wong). We formed an indoor soccer team, went snowboarding together, played poker, and ate out every Friday for lunch. During our co-op outing, we played paintball and got to shoot the people we didn’t like.

One of the cheap and affordable housing plans is with Andrea Bibi under BB Realty. The building housed several Intel co-ops, with everything included (utilities, kitchen ware, internet). For the price, the rooms were definitely good enough for us lowly interns (and only 3 miles away from the Intel site).

Unless you wish to suffer by being carpoled around, you better bring a car along with you. Marlborough, the city next to the Intel site is quiet with not many things to do. Fortunately, there’s Boston and Worcester not too far away (you can take commuter rail up there at the Southborough Station). There’s also Solomon Pond Mall which is a decent mall. During the weekends, some of the over-21 co-ops got together at Boston to hit the clubs/bars and casinos. Most of the time during the week, you’re going to be tired anyways so the place is alright.

The best thing at Intel would probably be the relaxed atmosphere. Intel has some quirky people as well as many normal people also, but most everyone is friendly and you can have a good time if you want to. Every Fridays at 3:00, we have cookie time where we sit around and play cards.

The worst thing at Intel might be ramping up in the beginning of your first term. In my case, I was lucky to have a very good mentor who would answer every dumb
question I asked. There are many acronyms and words that you’ll have to learn, and you will feel very lost in the beginning. Ask questions to your mentor and to other coops as much as you can. After a few weeks, everything will make sense.

Overall, I had a great experience and can’t wait to come back next summer.

Other Info:
Andrea Bibi’s phone number is 508 485 7546. (She’s the landlord of BB Realty)
My group is responsible for designing the next generation Itanium server microprocessor. The major project I worked on this term was to develop a debugging tool. I also developed a focus test. Like last term, I had a mentor who answered my questions or directed me to someone who could.

My work is directly related to my major as an ECE student with an interest in computer engineering. As such, I tried to take advantage of all the resources I had at Intel. There are many things going on in the design center, and as the corporate culture is very open, people are willing to help you learn if you just ask. If I were to go through another coop, I would try to be more aggressive in asking questions, since most people like answering questions anyways.

Contact Andrea Bibi (BB Realty) for the cheapest housing in the area. The place isn’t too nice but definitely the best value out there and good enough for a lowly intern like myself. A car is definitely necessary. While it is possible to carpool (I did my last term), people will think you are annoying and not like you. There were plenty of other coops and many fun things to do. We had a soccer league for Intel employees, Poker Wednesdays, Thirsty Thursdays, and a city called Boston about 40 min. away. There’s also two casinos that are an hour and 15 minutes away, but I’d recommend staying away if you have a gambling problem. The site also has a gym where you can get brolick like my friend Boris. When he started lifting weights at Intel, he got big.

Intel is a great place to work if you’re interested in microprocessor development. People here are friendly, it’s a nice environment, and there are plenty of things to do in the area if you’re not feeling lazy.
Job Summary

I worked with Intel’s Test Technology team. My team uses faults models to describe possible defects on the chip after manufacturing. The more faults we detect the higher the fault coverage, therefore we have a better understanding of the quality of a chip. Test Technology is important to Intel because it’s expensive to fix defective units that have been sent out to customers; therefore the team saves Intel money and improves customer satisfaction. One of my most important tasks was to keep track of the team’s fault coverage weekly progress. Since we have certain coverage goals to reach, we need to know where we stand compared to our goal. I used stuck-at and at-speed fault coverage data for each unit on the chip to calculate the overall coverage. Then I took all the information I had and created an html file and a graph, so my team could know and see how much the coverage had changed from the previous week. Another task was fault exclusion, which improves fault coverage; therefore it’s an important part of my team. My mentor was very helpful to me, he taught me the concepts of my team and he clearly explained each task that I had to do. He was also very willing to help when I was confused about something. The best part about working here was learning more about the different aspects of electrical engineering and feeling like I contributed to Intel.

I believe that my computer programming skills have improved greatly since I joined Intel. I’ve also learned how complicated Intel processors are compared to the MIPS pipelined-processor I worked on in ECE 314 and it’s interesting to learn the different functions of the units in the chip. I was also intrigued by multi-core processors, although I had heard about them before I came to Intel, I didn’t understand how they
worked or how they could communicate to each other. Intel also gave me the opportunity to learn outside of my team; therefore I learned about noise, beta-ratios, clock timing, and other components of Intel.

Outside of Intel there were other activities to do such as ice skating, bowling, seeing movies and going to Boston. These activities made life outside of work very enjoyable and entertaining. Intel also provided fun activities like community service, soccer, table tennis, a Wii-tournament, cookie time, paintball, and coffeehouses.

Marlboro is a good place to live, and I highly recommend Stone Gate Apartments. They’re apartments are very nice and there is a basketball court, fitness center, swimming pool, a playground and grill (if you decide to live here tell them that Carla Quiller referred you!)
Job Summary

During my second Co-op term, I was part of the MMDC Test Technology FG group. I realized that my technical responsibilities increased. I was assigned the task of running simulations, generating models, debugging, and script writing. I applied knowledge learned at Cornell to my work, but I also learned many new things from my mentor and co-workers such as debugging, Linux skills, and software usage.

In terms of training, some of it was administered on-line while some took place in a classroom setting. Scripting techniques and tool information was generally found on-line. I also participated in training sessions which were helpful in teaching me about other teams at Intel. For instance, there was a session based on power, testing strategies and technologies, and hardware description language.

I was assigned at new mentor this term. She was very helpful to me, and was always willing to come to my desk and help me with issues I encountered. This was her first time mentoring and she did an amazing job. She explained material on a level that I could understand, and she also gave me a fair level of responsibility.

The work environment at Intel is very friendly and open. My co-workers, supervisor, and fellow co-ops were helpful and kind to me. I was given the chance to participate in 2 volunteer activities with Intel Involved. The first activity included planting tomato plants at a charity farm, and the second activity was Family Day. I was also able to other musicians to play jazz with in the Intel coffeehouses. There were also fun social outings such as Beach Day and paintball. There are also soccer teams, ultimate frisbee and volleyball games.
I worked on the full chip noise team doing various tasks. Originally, I was supposed to be doing noise analysis, but soon switched over to working with design for manufacturability (DFM). I ran fubs through DFM for a good portion of my work term, but I also learned to code in Perl, as well as how to use various other tools for circuit timing and noise analysis.

Intel’s co-op program requires you to come up with a training plan, or a list of topics you would like to learn about. You then have to find people to administer trainings on those topics. Sometimes other co-ops would set training sessions up and invite all the other co-ops to come. In addition to these training sessions, I would have weekly training sessions with my mentor where he would go over everything I need to know in order to complete my assignments as well as other things that may be important or interesting to me.

At Intel, they assign you three people to assist with the whole co-op process. They are your mentor, co-op coordinator, and manager. Your mentor is the person you work with most on a daily basis. He or she is the person you get your assignments from and go to with questions, etc. The co-op coordinator is someone you can go to with any general, non-technical questions about the company or comments/concerns about your co-op term. Your manager is the head of the group you’re working in, but you may or may not see them or interact with them a lot. For most of my questions, I asked my mentor because he assigned me all of my work. However, he would sometimes refer me to other people.

My major is Electrical and Computer Engineering, and want to concentrate in computer architecture or circuit design so working at Intel was a great fit for me. At work, I was able to get some training in computer architecture as well as the various aspects of circuit design. My actual work consisted more of testing circuits and analyzing the results than of circuit design, but
I enjoyed it nonetheless. From working at Intel, I found that the profession of engineering is all about adapting to change. For instance, I started off working on the noise analysis end of circuits, but then had to switch to working on Design for Manufacturability because certain things were not ready. You need to be flexible and accepting that things will change.

Working at Intel has definitely given me an insight what it’s like to work in a professional environment. I was assigned tasks, and I alone was responsible for completing those tasks and reporting my findings. If I didn’t know how to do something, it was my responsibility to go and find someone who could help me. This improved my self confidence and my networking skills.

I searched for housing at a few sites online, such as rent.com. Two other co-ops and I ended up finding housing at Stone Gate apartments. The apartments there are very nice, and there is a swimming pool, basketball court, and 24 hour gym there for your use. We really enjoyed living at Stone Gate, but it was a little expensive. A bunch of the co-ops at Intel were able to find housing on Main Street in Marlborough. The apartments weren’t quite as nice, but they were a lot cheaper than our apartments. As for transportation, I brought my own car and would highly discourage people from coming up here without a car. It’s possible to find a ride to work, but it can be inconvenient since you have to work on the other person’s schedule and may cause problems if you need to leave early or stay late. You also need to remember that you need to be able to go to the grocery store or to any other activities you want to partake in. If you’re living with some other people, it’s easier to catch a ride to work or to the grocery store, but if you decide to live by yourself you would definitely need a car to get around if you don’t want to be calling a cab all the time.
There's not a whole lot to do in Marlborough, but we found ways to occupy ourselves. I regularly went to the gym at our apartment complex, and used the pool and basketball court while the weather was still nice. Solomon Pond Mall is nearby as well as Sawyer's Bowlerama, which is a lot of fun. If you love to shop, I would recommend going to the Natick mall, which is about a half hour away. I also played poker and soccer every week with the other co-ops. Other than that, we would occasionally go into Boston for dinner and to hang out on the weekends.

Intel has its own community service group, which is easy to become involved in. I helped out at the Thanksgiving dinner at a local senior center and participated in a Wii Tournament for the United Way at work. I also played soccer with a bunch of other co-ops and employees from Intel. RCGNet, a group for recent college graduates but includes the co-ops, plans out a lot of activities for us. For instance, we went apple picking, ice skating, and got to carve pumpkins during lunch.

I really enjoyed working at Intel because it was a great working environment. Everything was very laid back, and as long as you got your work done on time it was really stress free. I was assigned the right amount of work so I wasn't overwhelmed with getting things done on time. Plus, my assignments were actually interesting to me since I worked on some very different topics and learned how to use several different tools and programming languages. We also had fun group outings with our group members and other co-ops like playing paintball or going into Boston for lunch and a movie. Overall, it was a great experience and I really enjoyed working at Intel. I can't really say that there was anything bad about working there and would gladly go back.
Co-op Work Assignment

At Intel, I worked at the Massachusetts Microprocessor Design Center (MMDC) in Hudson, MA. My team was part of the uncore design for a next-generation enterprise server Itanium chip. I was part of the Tbox/DFX architecture design team, which (along with the implementation and validation teams) works on building the chip’s testing architecture.

While working for Intel, I had a variety of tasks: writing and updating the RTL code, debugging validation test case failures by analyzing waveforms, resolving functional bugs, constructing timing diagrams, writing PERL scripts, and updating documentation. One of my major projects was designing, implementing, and maintaining several dozen SystemVerilog assertions, which are snippets of RTL code that enforce key design aspects of the model. Often these would cause test cases to fail, so understanding and resolving these failures, and working with members across different teams was a big part of my job.

Training was provided via orientation on the first day and online courses (for general Intel material). For job related matter, training was provided through 1:1 sessions with team members and experience. My mentor’s approach to my learning was mostly learn-as-you-go, supplemented by 1:1 whiteboard sessions where he would go over key concepts and I could ask questions. I felt very comfortable going to my mentor with any questions I had in general. There was also a ton of internal documentation, but my mentor thought it would be more useful to gain experience rather than spending hours reading the documentation and specifications. Intel also requires every co-op to have a Training Plan, where you and your mentor set goals to learn about subjects inside and outside your job-related functions. Every co-op is also required to hold a 30 minute presentation at the end of his term, where he discusses something he worked on during the term and field some technical questions, so you can sit in on those to learn about what other co-ops are doing.

Learning and Development

The work I was doing on co-op very closely corresponded to the computer engineering related courses I took at Cornell. As of the courses I have currently taken, it was most closely related to Digital Logic Design (ECE 230) and Computer Organization (ECE 3140 / CS 3420), in which we did work designing a simple processor (writing Verilog, synthesizing it, simulating, analyzing waveforms, etc). At Intel, the scope of the project is obviously much, much greater, but I felt very comfortable jumping right into it based on my educational background. Obviously there were a lot of proprietary tools to learn and environments to navigate, so there was a bit of a
threshold to overcome before becoming acclimated. This was the case for me, starting on the architecture team, but from what I hear most co-ops start in implementation or validation, where a few co-ops have told me their work was not really like any course they had taken before.

I felt this experience in a professional engineering setting was incredibly valuable to understanding what a career in this field would be like. While I am still a bit on the fence with what exactly I want to do after graduation, getting a sample of "real" work, in stark contrast to school work, was very enlightening. I think I will go back to campus with a better perspective on my education, a fresh outlook on college life, and hopefully somewhat clarified career goals.

**Life Outside of Co-op**

I contacted a few places for housing in the area, but I found that Andrea Bibi of BB Realty is probably the best option, as she is very used to working with co-ops/interns (especially with Intel), and has some property she rents out exclusively to us. Her apartments are very local (in Marlborough, I was less than 3 miles from work), but you need a car for transportation, unless you are biking to work or something similar. There are a few co-ops here who live as far away as Boston, but I cannot imagine commuting that far daily. I ended up living in a studio apartment by myself, mostly because the building where the co-ops/interns lived was essentially empty (Intel went through a hiring freeze around the time I got my offer, so there were not many co-ops floating around while I was working there). The fact that there were so few interns/co-ops there at the time (from ~40+ in previous years to ~6 while I was there) obviously made making friends and socializing much more difficult.

The towns of Marlborough (where I lived) and Hudson (where Intel is located) do not offer much socially, save for a few local bars/pubs. Boston is about ~30-40 minutes away by car, and there is plenty to do there. I found it very difficult to have much of a social life at all, especially at first, with such few numbers. I joined up with the RCGnet softball team two weeks in (Recent College Graduates network + interns/co-ops), and participated in a few of their activities. This was one of the best decisions I made, as I met '07 and '08 Cornell grads who were now working there full-time as well as a few of the other co-ops. Since the numbers were so low, there were no Intel-sponsored co-op events as there were in the past, so RCG was the next best thing.

Intel is big on community service, with most fundraisers benefitting the United Way. I participated in some of the events, including an employee poker tournament and a Wii tennis tournament. They also have emphasis on good health and diversity.

**Evaluation**

My overall experience working here was very good. Intel has a lot of things going for its co-op program, and it seems to be a great place to work. The pay is very good, the hours are
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Co-op Work Assignment

At Intel, I worked at the Massachusetts Microprocessor Design Center (MMDC) in Hudson, MA. My team was part of the uncore design for a next-generation Xeon server chip. I was part of the Cbo architecture/logic design team, which handles connecting the core and LLC to the rest of the uncore. This team works closely with the validation and implementation teams to produce a design which can be used by other groups to actually layout and manufacture a chip.

While working at Intel this summer, I was working mostly independently on a single task. This task involved writing Perl code which would hook into the simulation tools and produce a report showing which parts of the model were non-deterministic after reset. Using the results of my script, I would modify the RTL to "fix" these areas and re-run the assessment. To accomplish this, I had to work well with other members in my group and even outside of my project (leveraging knowledge from other teams). I worked very independently and often had to solve complex problems myself and explore possible solutions.

Training was provided via New Employee Orientation (NEO) on the first day, as well as online courses (for general Intel policies and material). For job related training, this was provided mostly with 1-on-1 sessions with my mentor and team members. There was also a lot of internal documentation that I had to explore. Intel also requires every co-op to have a Training Plan, where you and your mentor set goals to learn about subjects inside and outside of your job-related functions. This training usually involved getting a group of co-ops together and setting up a 1-hr session with someone from a team to talk about some topic. Every co-op is also required to hold a 30-minute technical presentation describing what you worked on at the end of your term, so sitting in on these presentations was also useful to find out what other interns in the building were doing.

Learning and Development

The works I was doing on co-op very closely corresponded to the computer engineering related courses I took at Cornell, such as Intro to Digital Logic Design (ECE 2300) and Computer Organization (ECE 3140 / CS 3420). Most of the skills and topics discussed in these courses were essential to the job I was doing, including writing Verilog, simulating a test case, analyzing waveforms, etc. At Intel, the scope of the project is obviously much greater than the simple processor designed in those classes, but I felt very comfortable jumping right into the job I was doing based on my educational background. This was the case for me, since I was on the architecture / logic design team, but I have heard that many co-ops are placed on implementation or validation or tools teams, where the required skill set is different.

I felt this experience in a professional engineering setting was incredibly valuable to understanding what a career in this field would be like. While I still have not completely clarified my career goals, or decided
what I want to do after graduation, the experience was very enlightening and I highly recommend it to all engineering students. Now that I am back for my senior year, I hope I will be able to make more informed decisions about my educational experience and plans for after graduation.

**Life Outside of Co-op**

I contacted Andrea Bibi of BB Realty for my second term (same as first term), but I lived in a different building than my first term. This time, I lived in a building which is intended primarily to house interns/co-ops working for local companies including Intel, Bose, etc. Her apartments are very local, only a few miles away from the site. You must have either a car or a bike, or carpool with someone nearby. A few people live further away, some as far as Boston, but that seems a bit long for a daily commute. I lived in a 3-bedroom apartment on Main St in Marlborough, which was great because I shared it with two other Cornell students working at Intel. There were also several other Intel interns in the building. We became good friends and hung out all the time. This is in stark contrast with my first term, where I lived in a studio apartment (there were very few interns at Intel during the fall), and I was mostly alone after work. I enjoyed the social environment living with the interns, and it was a lot more fun (seemed more like college).

There is not much to do in Marlborough or nearby Hudson, except for a few restaurants, bars/pubs, and a mall. Boston is about 30-40 minutes by car, and is quite fun to go to on the weekend. There were also some cool recent college grads working there, and we were able to organize some stuff after work with them and other interns, such as weekly soccer and poker games. All in all, it was much more fun working in the summer, and there was always plenty to do and people around.

Intel is big on community service, and it is easy to get involved with some of their activities and fundraisers. Their main benefactor is the United Way. Some examples of events they have held during my time working there include an employee poker tournament, a Wii tennis tournament, a 5k run/walk, and several cleanup or building houses type of outings.

**Evaluation**

My overall experience working at Intel was very good. My second term was even better than my first. Intel’s co-op program is very well-organized, and they have good goals set and reasonable expectations of their co-ops. They give you real work and a real experience of what it would be like to work for them starting out of college. The pay is very good, the hours are flexible, the atmosphere is very relaxed, there are some very nice benefits, and there were lots of fun events. My mentor, manager, and supervisor were all great.

**Additional Info**

- Bonuses, paid vacation, holidays, and other nice benefits
- The site is open 24/7 because of the production facility
- You get a laptop and can log in from home if necessary (e.g. if you are sick)
- There is a cafeteria open from 8 AM – 2 PM (as well as a night shift) which serves decent breakfast and lunch food for pretty cheap; free drinks (coffee, tea, fountain soda) and free fruit; free massage chairs in cafeteria area; also lots of places to eat nearby
- Break room with Wii, ping pong, foosball tables; on-site gym, various athletic courts, and softball field
Co-Op Job Summary

I worked in Intel's Server Development & Manufacturing Group as a Product Development Engineering co-op. My particular group was one that tested and validated the IO data and clock lanes on Intel's Quick Path Interconnect for its future generation Itanium chip. I was in the Hudson, Massachusetts site which worked closely with our high volume counterparts in Costa Rica. My team members and I were responsible for creating a test program that could characterize timing jitter and eye characteristics on the high speed IO lanes. The test program would then have the functionality to automatically test hundreds if not thousands of chips serially and place the defective parts in a particular stack and the passing parts on another stack using a handler. During the course of my co-op, I validated several PCB designs for our test interface units, debugged test patterns to send to the chip, debugged the software layer on which our test programs are run, identified issues between the tester and the handler, and helped developed new test templates for our test program.

My team had two other engineers on it, both of whom I worked with closely and asked questions to on a daily basis. One of them was my mentor who addressed the concepts behind our tasks through several whiteboard sessions. I had informal training by reading through the training courses that had been held previously and by going through the immense amount of documentation available. But most of my training took place as I watched others and asked questions about what I was working on. All interns and new employees also attend New Employee Orientation on the first day which provides an introduction to the Intel culture and work ethics we are expected to embody.
This job closely matched my career interests and educational background. I applied some of what I had learned in ECE 3140, ECE 3150, ECE 4530, and ECE 4740 to the job. I was interested in VLSI and analog circuit design, so Intel was a great fit. Although I did not design analog circuits, I did a lot of analog signal integrity work which relied upon my understanding of analog signaling and circuit design as well as VLSI concepts for timing jitter characterization.

Working at Intel has provided a significant professional development opportunity. I had several summer research internships prior to Intel in academic and government lab settings but I soon discovered that it is quite different to work in a professional industry where you are motivated by deadlines and have to prioritize which tasks you deliver to other groups in a time sensitive manner. At Cornell, we learn how to tackle a project in small groups or by ourselves designing a project from scratch, implementing it and then testing it. This is quite different from the work at Intel where the chip is so immensely complex that individuals work on a particular section of the chip honing in on a very specific function and drive its performance to the maximum possible limits afforded by the technology. Attending meetings and weeklong integrating events where engineers plan out and report their progress for a quarter was also very professionally enlightening. Working here, I increased my vocabulary of the Intel jargon which is a veritable cornucopia of acronyms. With respect to personal development, I seized the opportunity to take responsibility. This was exercised when we were validating PCB designs for our tester board as I had to sign off on the power connections on the board for manufacturing. Like most of the work here, if you make a mistake there’s a time and financial hit to the team. Fortunately, everything went well.

Life outside of work was quite relaxing. I lived in Marlborough, a small Massachusetts town only 3 miles away from Hudson. I lived in one of Andrea Bibi’s apartments for interns. I had heard of this place through my friends at Cornell who had lived there for their previous co-op terms at Intel. She has
short term leases available and has had a lot of experience dealing with interns at Intel and other tech companies in the area. Over the summer, I lived with two other Cornell students working at Intel. There are also lots of other interns in the building during the summer so we all socialized after work and on weekends. During the fall, I lived with another Cornell student and arranged for other intern roommates through housing search websites. However, in the fall the number of interns in the building decreases significantly. Marlborough is a pretty quiet town with a few good restaurants that we frequented. It is virtually impossible to function here without a car as there is no public transportation of any sort.

Boston is only 45 minutes away so we drove there on the weekends occasionally. In terms of social activities, Intel sponsors lots of community service events and also holds quarterly recreational events such as paintball for an entire group.

The Intel campus in Hudson is a very comfortable work environment. In addition to labs, offices space, meeting rooms, the site has a pretty decent cafeteria with free fruit and drinks, massage chairs, some recreational rooms with foosball tables, a Wii and a ping pong table. Intel also maintains a well equipped gym, open to all employees, which was a great facility to take advantage of after work. The site also hosts weekly raffles and holds festive events such as a Memorial Day BBQ and a Winter Party as part of its Great Place to Work program. All in all, Intel is a fun place to work with great people and I would recommend anyone to work here.

My overall experience at Intel was excellent. I acquired firsthand experience of what it is like to work at the best semiconductor manufacturing company in the world. What I really enjoyed about this place was that the hours are flexible, the people are helpful and friendly, the pay is good, and the work is interesting. If I had to go through the process over again, I would try to learn more about what other engineers outside my immediate team work on to get a broader and more intimate understanding of the company. But all in all, I had a satisfying educational and enjoyable experience working at Intel.